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Powering the Future of Automated Clinical
Chemistry and Blood Bank Systems
Intel® computing and computer vision platforms meet performance and remote
diagnostics needs while setting the foundation for artificial intelligence

Demand for automated clinical chemistry and blood banking instruments is growing as laboratories work to improve
operational efficiency. Today’s automated instruments must meet accuracy and throughput goals while also providing
remote management and diagnostics services to minimize downtime and provide a better customer experience.

Key developments
In evaluating current technology trends in chemistry and blood bank instruments, three key developments stand out:

1. Increasing accuracy and
throughput while lowering total
cost of ownership

2. More-sophisticated remote
management and diagnostics with
computer vision

3. Future looking: Using computer
vision, robotics, and AI for
autonomous lab workflows

Instruments are leveraging increasing
CPU performance to consolidate multiple
functions onto a reduced, standardized
CPU footprint. This is helping to increase
functionality and introduce new features
while lowering bill of materials (BOM)
costs and streamlining the development
and deployment of new applications.

In an effort to reduce equipment
downtime and support a better customer
experience, remote management and
diagnostics solutions are migrating to
incorporate computer vision systems.
Computer vision systems enable better
support for diagnostics by providing
technicians a view inside the instrument.
These systems can also be combined
with artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms
to identify and circumvent possible
issues before they occur.

In the coming years, there is potential
for labs to improve throughput and
efficiency by taking advantage of morepowerful compute, computer vision,
robotics, and AI to drive autonomous
workflows. This would enable dynamic
routing of complex testing workflows
based on real-time data analysis, freeing
clinicians to focus on high-value work.

Maximize instrument performance on Intel® platforms
In the face of these and other trends, Intel® hardware and
software technologies provide a core set of building blocks
that enable next-generation automated laboratory instruments
to address the trends outlined above at a range of price and
performance targets.
Today’s automated laboratory instruments rely on a
combination of automation and more-advanced analytical
capabilities to deliver increased sample throughput.
Instrument OEMs can gain design and time-to-market
efficiencies by integrating Intel® processors. Intel® Core™
processors can handle diverse embedded workloads, including
liquid-handling robotics and advanced imaging, while
providing computing headroom to deploy new applications.
Current CPUs provide significant performance benefits
over prior generations, enabling instrument makers to support
increasingly complex applications on a smaller CPU footprint.

This helps to support reduced product cost both through
a lower bill of materials (BOM) and use of standardized
platforms.
In addition, 11th Gen Intel® Core™ processors with Intel® Iris®
Xe graphics processing units (GPU), combined with dedicated
software optimizations, support efficient image and signal
processing techniques. Complex data analytics and AI
workloads can be offloaded onto integrated Intel® GPUs to run
in real time alongside core instrument functions.
The Intel Core product line offers scalable form, fit, and
function for blood bank and clinical chemistry analyzers across
a range of power and performance envelopes. Intel processors
also provide specific capabilities for embedded applications,
including long-life support (15 years in some cases), out-ofband remote manageability, and more hardware-enhanced
security features such as accelerated data encryption.
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Computer vision systems are being adopted to provide better support for
system diagnostics and to run artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms to identify
possible downtime events before they occur.
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FIGURE 1: Intel® technologies for automated laboratory instruments.

Intel® virtualization technologies simultaneously
support legacy and new applications

Intel-based computer vision supports
more-advanced remote diagnostics and AI

A challenge in designing next-generation instruments is
supporting legacy functions alongside newer applications
developed with more-modern programming technology.
One approach to achieving the desired integration—while
accelerating time to market—is virtualization.

The need for remote diagnostic services continues to grow as
laboratories look to minimize machine downtime and focus
staff on high-value activities. As instrument designs become
more complex, internal computer vision systems are emerging
as a key enabler for remote diagnostics. Computer vision
systems can capture detailed information about interactions
inside an instrument, reducing the time to pinpoint and resolve
system issues. The systems can also be coupled with AI
algorithms to identify and circumvent issues before they result
in an instrument going down.

Intel® Virtualization Technology (Intel® VT) provides a
mechanism for running legacy applications while modernizing
the software infrastructure platform to support nextgeneration technologies. Intel VT provides hardware assist
to virtualization software to reduce its size and complexity
and lower overall BOM costs. Virtualization unlocks the
ability to consolidate—on a single PC—various embedded
workloads, such as deterministic real-time robotic operations,
synchronized logic controllers, and human-machine interfaces.

Delivering flexible performance across a broad thermal envelope,
the Intel® Core™ product line offers scalable form, fit, and function for
blood bank and clinical chemistry analyzers.
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Intel Technologies for Computer Vision
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Accelerate your computer vision initiatives with Intel technologies
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FIGURE 2: Intel® technologies for computer vision—accelerate your computer vision initiatives with Intel technologies.

Figure 2 shows the Intel® portfolio of hardware and software
solutions for implementing computer vision systems and AI
in embedded instrument designs. These technology building
blocks provide a flexible set of tools that can scale from
research and development to production.
While AI algorithms may not be part of an initial computer
vision solution, planning for AI can be an important step to
future-proof systems. AI models can present opportunities
for new digital business models and serve as the basis for
powerful predictive solutions. The Intel portfolio of computer
vision technologies is designed to support a broad range of AI
algorithms that provide flexibility and scalability for
instrument makers.

AI in action: GE Healthcare
GE Healthcare is developing AI solutions across multiple
radiology modalities to detect and help prioritize critical cases.
Recognizing Intel’s deep expertise in enabling AI across health
and life sciences, GE Healthcare chose Intel® AI technologies
to optimize algorithms for its Critical Care Suite to scan X-ray
images and detect pneumothorax within seconds—at the
point of care.
The collaboration started with Intel computer vision
developers. This led to GE Healthcare employing the Intel®
Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit to optimize inferencing of
pneumothorax on its Intel processor-based X-ray systems.
The toolkit works across a range of Intel processors and is
compatible with an array of deep learning frameworks.

The goal was to optimize the frontal chest, lung field position,
and the pneumothorax inferencing processes for user
indication of results within seconds of image acquisition. When
GE Healthcare tested its models with the Intel Distribution of
OpenVINO toolkit, pneumothorax detection on the OPTIMA
XR240amx X-ray system accelerated by 3.3x compared to
inferencing without optimizations.1

What’s next: Supporting innovation in the
laboratory with Intel® technology
Intel technologies can future-proof the ever-evolving clinical
laboratory through support for new and emerging use cases.
One area of exploration is the use of AI and robotics to enable
autonomous testing workflows. In this scenario, laboratory
automation systems could analyze test results in real time
to route samples through multistage testing workflows. This
could provide impactful operational efficiencies and possibly
improve turnaround times. While these autonomous systems
are still in development, Intel technologies for data processing,
time-sensitive robotics networks, and AI provide the necessary
building blocks that instrument makers can leverage to make
this future state possible.
With Intel® products, blood bank and clinical chemistry
instrument OEMs can achieve high throughput and automation
on flexible computing platforms at a range of price and
performance targets. Intel hardware and software capabilities,
including virtualization and optimized image analysis, provide
the robust set of building blocks that automated instrument
makers can rely on for products today and in the future.

Learn more about the Intel technologies helping enable a new era
in automated clinical chemistry and blood bank systems.
11th Gen Intel Core processors with Xe graphics: intel.com/11thgen

Intel® Media SDK: intel.com/mediasdk

Intel Virtualization Technology: intel.com/virtualization

Intel® Active Management Technology (Intel® AMT): intel.com/amt

Intel® Software Development Tools: software.intel.com/tools

Intel Distribution of OpenVINO toolkit: intel.com/openvino

Intel® oneAPI AI Analytics Toolkit: intel.com/oneapi
1. As measured by industry benchmarks, Representative Usage Guide testing, and unique features of the Intel® Core™ i7-1185G7 processor, including
in comparison to AMD Ryzen 7 4800U, across five key usages: productivity, creation, gaming, collaboration, and entertainment. For more complete
information about performance and benchmark results, visit intel.com/11thgen.
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